
MINUTES OF EXETER CULTURAL PARTNERSHIP STEERING GROUP 

MEETING 

Venue: Exeter College 

Date and time: 17 April 2018, 4-6pm 

Present: Rachel Sutton, Emily Macauley, Nikki Sved (Chair), Lara Goodband 

(Director), Laurence Blyth, Emily Davies, Amy Shelton, Pippa Warin, Belinda Dillon 

(ECP Officer), Ceri Johnson (ACE observer), Rob Bosworth (Exeter College 

observer), Brigid Howarth (UoE observer)  

Apologies: John Sealey, Ann Hunter, Jon-Paul Hedge  

Copies for information: Ceri Johnson, Rob Bosworth, Brigid Howarth, Ann Hunter, 

Jon-Paul Hedge   

Context: 

First meeting of the new Steering Group – introductions  

 

ITEMS 

 
1. What is ECP?  

 
 Reiteration of fact that SG members are there as individuals, not 

representatives of organisations 
 Discussion around name change to ‘Exeter Culture’ – need for a clear vision 

about what ECP offers, who it’s for. A discussion around whether to drop the 
word ‘Partnership’ in advance of website rebrand, as this often causes 
confusion about what ECP is.  

 Importance of ECP placing itself alongside other successful cultural strategy 
bodies (Plymouth, Southampton, Torbay, etc)  

 

ACTIONS: LG will tell everyone when we need to know about the name change, ie 

before the website is commissioned; and to reword the description/mission 

statement, then circulate for approval. NAME CHANGE AGREED 

 
2. Outline of successful Arts Council England (ACE) Grants for the Arts 

application for current ECP programme of work  

 Importance of being ambitious for the future – beyond the creation of the 

Cultural Strategy 

 

3. Budget 

Following a discussion about the need to spend £5,549 by end July (due to 

University accounting period), several proposals were put forward:  



 Art Week Exeter: request from Creative Director Stuart Crewes to fund the 

volunteer programme again - £1,500. While it was acknowledged that 

supporting AWE in this way would provide a marketing opportunity for ECP 

(through branded t-shirts), and would create legacy through continuing to 

build a volunteer culture/toolkit in the city, it was decided not to approve the 

application. 

 Clore Leadership training for Chair and Director - £500. Approved 

 Website and branding redesign: Discussion around what the website should 

present (ie not listings, but sectoral and strategic advice, etc); what do we do 

with the Ning social media platform – if we don’t want something similar, how 

to we continue to provide a platform where ECP’s wider membership can 

share what they’re doing? An upfront payment for a new website was 

approved. 

ACTIONS: to establish a working group to discuss website options – Lara 

Goodband, Emily Macauley and Laurence Blyth. All agree to devolve to their 

decision on which company to commission. 

NB: During a discussion on the importance of being transparent, especially as ECP 

is not a funding body, it was decided that funding for external projects could not be 

decided until all SG members have agreed TOR and conflict of interest protocols. 

 
4. The loss of major arts organisations including Bike Shed and Spacex  

Discussion around the importance of being part of the conversations, 

particularly in relation to the Bike Shed, as these are happening now, but 

acknowledgment that the loss of Spacex has left a huge gap in visual art 

activity 

 Chair requests whether the Steering Group would agree to a proposal to be 

submitted which would request funding for research into a models of 

practitioner development relating to the Bike Shed’s achievements and the 

gap resulting from their closure. General feeling is that this confuses what 

ECP is for, ie not a funder, and could open ECP up to further funding 

requests, so the proposal is not approved. 

 A suggestion to discuss visual art activity more fully at a future meeting is 

agreed – suggestion is to invite the new contemporary art programmer at the 

RAMM, due to be in post in the autumn 

 It’s acknowledged that how ECP supports and empowers different sectors in 

the city will be an integral part of the Cultural Strategy 

 
5. Opportunities: Eugene O’Neill event  

 
 The University of Exeter is hosting two visitors from the Eugene O’Neill 

Theatre Centre in the US for a week (22-24 May). LG has been invited to 
chair a panel discussion about arts funding and sustainability (23 May).  
 

ACTIONS: Circulate event details once the agenda has been finalised 
 



6. Cultural Strategy 
LG outlines the process and suggested timeline for delivery, and setting up a 
working group. 
 
ACTION: Establish a working group with LG, BH and PW; invite Victoria Hatfield to 
participate, based on her knowledge of ECC strategy 
 

7. Communication between members 
 

 Importance to be able to get responses quickly, so make sure we have the 
most appropriate email addresses. Request for bios – importance of 
conveying impartiality. 
 

ACTION: Everyone on SG to supply short bio and photo 
 

8. Any Other Business  
 Board development – it is agreed to organize a values workshop before the 

next SG meeting. Dates to be circulated 
 WOW festival, importance of it to the city. Suggestion to invite programmers 

Chloe Whipple and Deborah Bucella to the next meeting. Everyone agrees, 
as long as there is time on the agenda 

 It’s is agreed that a two-hour meeting is sufficient for the next SG meeting  
 
 

Date of next meeting: 10 July, 4-6pm. Venue: Exeter Library. 
 

 


